MCA of Chicago
IT & Security Committee

Purpose
Be a resource for computer network professionals within the mechanical contracting community, with an emphasis on cybersecurity.

Committee Members
Experience as an IT/Networking professional. Other professional role related to corporate training or network security.

Things to Remember
- Cybersecurity
- Computer networks are now the backbone of the construction industry.
- Interested in technology instead?
  - If your interest is more on the software/app side, the Technology Committee is probably better suited for you!

Commitment
- Attend technology committee meetings, (in-person and virtually) at least 3 times per year.
- Report on outside technology related training and meetings and report back to the committee.

Goals
- Help plan MCA’s Tech Day Conference (April 5, 2018).
- Plan at least one network and security class for MCA’s Construction Education Institute (CEI).
- Create and execute a campaign to help members reduce their vulnerability to cyberattacks.

Contact
- Dan Bulley
dbulley@mca.org
mca.org
(312) 384 - 1220

Cybersecurity is a huge threat to the contractor’s bottom line.

Participation is the best way to get the most out of your membership with MCA of Chicago. To join, email kgray@mca.org.